
Thank you for purchasing Offroad Armor Accessories!
INSTRUCTIONS FOR NEW STYLE CAN-AM DEFENDER FRAMED

UPPER DOORS
Single cab Instructions

1. Mount front bracket to front part of OEM door using the two
existing holes and bolts. May need to remove rubber grommet
from both bolt holes to get bolts to extend through holes further,
especially if putting a mirror on. Keep loose

2. Mount hinge extension plate (square plate with with the four
holes in it) to the two existing holes on the rear of the machine
that hold down the roof.(Put plate on outside of plastic piece)

3. Mount hinge to the back of extension plate.
4. Mount the L-shaped plate to the hinge. Keep loose
5. Mount Soft Upper door bar to the L-Shaped plate. L- angle goes

to the inside allowing frame to sit in pro-fit tubing channel.
6. Bolt front bracket to upper soft door frame using supplied bolt

tighten bolt.
7. Make sure upper soft door frame is inside roll bar frame, then

proceed to tighten down remaining hinge and assembly bolts.
8. Once all bolts are tightened, bend frame inwards using your

hand to make sure that upper soft door frame contacts the roll
bar when door is shut.

9. Put velcro on machine, where soft door has the soft side of
velcro. Easiest way to do this is to attach the hard velcro on the
soft velcro sewn on the door, remove backing, then push door
down on machine so velcro in the correct spot.



10. You will also wrap the extended vinyl around the inside of the
L-shaped bracket and velcro to the outside which will help seal
the cab even better.

11. Lastly, you will notice a piece of velcro hanging in the inside
of the door. At high speeds, these upper doors may bow open a
bit. Put a piece on velcro on the inside of your roll bar, and you
will be able to wrap that piece of velcro around your bar to make
sure it does not bow open.

12. We’ve also included two 4” soft velcro pieces that will help
seal the square gap by the hinge. You will place the suppled
hard velcro on the outside of the vinyl door and on the hinge
itself. Then install the soft velcro over it.

Crew Cab Instructions

1. On the front doors you’ll follow the single cab instructions but you wont
use the Hinge extension plate (square pc with 4 holes in it). You will
just bolt the hinge to the two holes in the frame on the B- pillar. And
use the smaller L-bracket.

2. The rear frames you will use the supplied Larger L- Bracket, hinge
extension piece and hinge.

3. On the rear doors, there is a bolt that is used in the upper front part of
the door. Take that bolt out and replace with longer supplied bolt. You
will need to take some of the outside plastic trim panel off. Using the
supplied rear mounting bracket, Install bolt head from outside of
machine inward so that the nut is on the inside. You can reuse square
factory square nut. Sometime these square nuts get rounded off in the
plastic door, so you may have to cut bolt off to install new bolt. Pic
below. Longer bolts included.

* Disclaimer *

As the use of these Accessories and the vehicle itself has its inherent risks, any use of these

accessories is totally at the user’s own risk. No responsibility is accepted or undertaken by Off Road

jhgBody Armor LLC. for the well being of either the user or their property.



Take rubber seal off upper door, cut into rear door under rubber seal to get
bolt out if square nut rounds off in plastic.


